Centre of Construction Law Open Forum
‘BIM, Offsite Manufacture and the Future of the Construction Industry’
Friday 28 February 2020 in the Great Hall, King’s Building, Strand

SRA CPD SCHEME & BSB CPD (Ref: 1546): 7 HOURS

This year’s KCL Centre of Construction Law Open Forum will explore the legal and technological implications of digital technology, offsite procurement and modern methods of construction, including their far-reaching effects on the competitiveness of our construction industry.

Our conference chairs will be Professor David Mosey, Director of the Centre of Construction Law and Visiting Professor Nicholas Gould of Fenwick Elliott. We are very pleased to announce the following speakers:

- Prof Roger Flanagan of University of Reading on ‘Competitiveness and the future of construction’
- Simon J Evans of Atkins Global on ‘Digital twins and the built environment’
- Stuart D’Henin of Crown Commercial Service on ‘Standardisation and technology using a modular alliance’
- Evelien Bruggeman of the Dutch Institute of Construction Law on ‘The Dutch experience of and the legal aspects of BIM and ISO 19650’
- Kevin Masters of Bryden Wood on ‘Innovative approaches to Modern Methods of Construction’
- Catherine Phillips of Heathrow Airport on ‘Intelligent mobility and design’
- Dr. Marina Romanovich of the Institute of Civil Engineering, Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University on ‘Innovative uses of BIM’
- Katie Saunders of Trowers & Hamlins on ‘Procurement models and contracts that support Modern Methods of Construction’
- May Winfield of Buro Happold on ‘The legal implications of smart contracts, AI and other digital technologies’

Presentations will run from 9.30am to 5.30pm and will be followed by drinks. Fees are £300 (or £225 for KCCLA, SCL and TeCSA members or £50 for students) and include lunch and refreshments. Please contact susan.hart@kcl.ac.uk or olivia.nicolaou@kcl.ac.uk to register for a place.